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ESSENTIALS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING 
Success in grafting or budding may depend upon the ob-
servance of the following: 
1. The scion and stock must be congenial or capable 
of producing growth when properly united under suitable 
surroundings. 
2. The operation must be done at the proper season of 
the year and under the right conditions. 
3. The growing tissues (cambium) of the scion should 
be in close and smooth con tact "wi th the growing tissues (cam-
bium) of the stock. 
4. To prevent drying out, all wounded surfaces must 
. be properly protected. 
5. Timely attention is generally required to make the 
work a success. 
Grafting, Budding and Early 
Care of Fruit Trees 
T. J. TALBERT 
Abstract.-All the essential principles and practices of graftage are described and 
illustrated. The results of an investigation of whole-root and piece-root Jonathan 
apple trees c~>vering a perio~ of20 .rears are ~arefully conside~ed. The su~cessive steps 
in root grafting, cleft grafting, bndge grafting, double-working and vanous forms of 
budding are described and explained. Directions are also given for procuring, growing, 
handli;g and storing seeds, scions, seedling roots, grafts and young trees. Pedigreed 
and common nursery stocks are considered in the light of experimental work. Practi-
cal directions are given regarding the handling, planting and care of young trees. 
The art of propagating fruit trees by grafting and budding has been 
practiced for more than 2,000 years. In olden times many who prac-
ticed the art endeavored to shroud it in mystery. The general fruit 
grower was lead to believe that one had to be endowed with special 
faculties to be able to propagate fruits successfully by budding and graft-
ing. In fact, a touch of magic appeared necessary to grow buds of the 
pear upon the apple, or buds of the peach upon the plum. Now, however, 
the propagation of fruit trees by graftage is widely understood and the 
methods are so simple that anyone of average intelligence can perform 
the work successfully if he so desires. 
PROPAGATION VERSUS BUYING FRUIT TREES 
The grower with proper training and experience may be able to 
propagate in a satisfactory way all the. tree fruits required for planting 
on his farm. Few, however, will take the time to follow directions and 
practice diligently enough to acquire the skill necessary for successful 
and economical propagation. The reliable nurseryman, therefore, who 
makes a specialty of the business of grafting and budding fruit plants is 
generally able to produce better fruit trees at a lower cost than the av-
erage fruit grower or farmer. After deciding to plant an orchard, the 
grower will also save from one to two years' time in bringing the orchard 
into bearing if he buys his fruit trees from the nurseryman instead of 
endeavoring to propagate them himself. The instructions which follow 
are not intended to assist the experienced nurser.yman so much as to help 
the beginner who desires to propagate, bridge-graft or top-work his own 
trees. 
PLANT THE BEST FRUIT TREES 
, It is false economy to plant inferior or low grade fruit trees. The 
best trees which can be secured, will in the end, be the most economical 
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and profitable. Growers generally do not give the matter of planting 
stocky, healthy, vigorous trees instead of small, weakly, unthrifty treeR 
enough consideration. Success or failure may depend upon the vigor of 
the nursery stock used. Whether propagated at home or purchased from 
a coml!lercial nurseryman, the importance of obtaining the best nursery 
stock cannot be overemphasized. Investigations at this station and else-
where have shown that grow thy, vigorous, well matured trees withstand 
transplanting better, are more resistant to dangerous insect pests and 
fungous diseases, come into bearing earlier and develop into a more profi-
table orchard than small, stunted and less vigorous trees. 
GRAFTAGE AND REASONS FOR IT 
The term graftage includes the practices of grafting, budding and 
in arching. It has been defined as the process of causing one part of a 
plant to unite with or grow upon the roots of another. 
The various practices and methods which have been developed in 
the art of graftage have, in general, been employed for the following 
reasons: (1) to multiply fruit trees on an extensive scale, to supply a 
demand or trade; (2) to change undesirable and unprofitable varieties 
to suitable sorts; (3) to prevent diseases on susceptible varieties; 
(4) to repair damage done by rodents, cultural implements or storms; 
(5) to adapt varieties to different soil conditions; (6) to perpetuate cer-
tain kinds or varieties, because fruit trees do not generally come true 
from seed. 
PRINCIPLES OF GRAFTAGE 
The principle of graftage is to unite the scion with the stock or root 
in such a manner that growth takes place and a perfect union is secured. 
When this is accomplished, the graft grows as though it were on its own 
roots and produces fruit according to its own kind. Unions of this nature 
can only take place between closely related species. 
In all methods of grafting it is im portan t to remem ber that the inner 
bark of both stock and scion should be brought together in such a way 
that the growing layers (cambium) of both are in close contact. In so 
doing, the greatest use is made of available food materials and a layer 
of new wood is formed which binds the stock and scion together as one. 
Classification of Grafting as to Position 
As to position, grafting may be classified as follows: 
1. Root grafting, in which a root is used as a stock. 
2. Crown grafting, in which scions are inserted in stocks at the 
crown or collar of the plant. 
3. Trunk or stem grafting, in which scions are setin the tree below 
the branches. . 
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4. Top grafting, in which the main or scaffold branches are sawed 
off and the stu hs grafted by the inse rri on of sc ions. 
In all th ese classes, the meth ods of inse rting the sc ions may differ. 
GRAFTING AND BUDDING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 
Very few special too ls are req uired. Among the most important 
and effi cient tools are grafting and blldding knives- and these must be 
sharp. For top-working large trees a grafting chi el or other impl ement 
of a s imilar nature is needed. Th e top-worker ma y also have use for fllad-
del', saw, rope and hand shea rs. A mall et or some such implement is 
~- 7 
Fig. 2.-Gra(ting and Buddlng Tool •. ( I) Graft ing knife, (2) blldding knife. (3) m.llet 
used in cleft gra ftin g. (4) hand ,he'rI, (5) pruning ~ni(e, (6) and (7) knive . (or cleft grafting. 
often requi re I in cleft grafting large limbs. A short apron equipped with 
several pockets may be found very useful for holding scions, knives, 
stri ngs, patch material, etc. 
TIME FOR GRAFTAGE 
Grafting is usually performed most successfu lly before growth starts 
in the sp ring; yet there are some types of grafting which are best done 
just before or just after gr wth start. It is usually necessary, for best 
resul ts, to keep the scions dorman t. FI'l1 i t trees are generall y budded 
during July, August and ead y eptember, although budding may be 
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succe s fllily accom pli shed Frol11 ear ly spring un t il fall. 1"01' the work of 
budding to be most sati s factor y it is u s uall y necessary For th e hark to 
pee l easi ly. 
SCION WOOD AND ITS CARE 
Sc ion wood is uSII :l ll y cut som e tim e durin g t he fall or winter From 
unfrozen, we ll matured wood of the last season' s grow th . One-yea r-o ld 
wooe! is preferred hecau se ex peri e nce has show n t hat irs hud s are more 
likel y to grow success full y upo n the stoc k than th e huds from wood two 
Fig. 3.-(A) Appl e twi g. TO he 
used as Ic io nl, and ( B) seed ling npple 
roOti AI rec~ived (rom the nursery to be 
uled in the propagatio n of the apple by 
root and scion grafting. 
or more years of age. Th e leng th 
of th e sc ions will depend upon the 
amount of growth during th e past 
season . Thi s may ran ge from I() orl ~ 
in ches to 20 in ches or more. Sc ions 
shoul d no t be cu t too long For con-
veni ence in ha ndling a nd s toring . 
Wh e n taken From Froze n w od or From 
wood whi ch has been injured by low 
temperature th ey ma y prove worth -
less . 
\i\' ater sprouts may be used if 
t he w ad shows no winter injury, is 
firm, well matured, an I provided 
they d no t originate b low th e graft. 
IF th e water sprouts used as scions 
come from th e roo t he low the graft, 
th ey usua ll y produce seed li ngs which 
are genera ll y worthl ess or very in-
feri r as frui t trees . 
Th e sc ions should be tied in 
bun ches of from 25 to 50, s tored in 
damp sand or g reen sawdus t and 
pl aced in a cool ce llar or cold storage. 
When scions are kept in a ro m which 
is too warm they may s tart growth 
and be unfit for use ; whil e if kept 
too wet th ey may rot or be severe-
ly injul·ed. 
Where uitable ce llar r cold storage is not available, sc ion wood 
may be kept in a satisfactory cond ition through the winter by burying 
it h ri zontall y in a allus pit. For such a pit, a well drained place in 
the garden or field fu ll y xp sed to the sun is select d. The quantity of 
the ci ns to be st I' d will determine the depth of the pit. From 4 to 6 
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in ches or sa nd or friabl e soil is general ly a suffi ient ove ring, hu t during 
severe winter weather a mulch of st ra wy manure or additional soilill ay 
be added to preve nt seve re freezing. 
THE PROPAGATION OF THE APPLE 
The Seed and its Treatment. Th e natura l me th od of propaga ting 
the appl e is hy mean s o f app le seeds. The app le, however, like mos t o f 
our culti va ted fruit s, docs not come true from seeds; as man y different 
varieties as th ere are seeds planted wi ll generall y be produ ced. For ap-
ples the type ha s nor bee n fixed as it has in th e case of man y vege table 
and grain crops. M oreover, experi ence has show n that mos t seedling 
app le varie ti es are inferior to s tandard sorts 
a nd not often is th ere introdu ced a new 
seedlin g variety of merit. As a rul e, seed-
lings are grown on ly as stocks upon whi ch 
to bud or graft superior or cui ti vated ki nel s. 
A b ut ha lf f th e seedling roots used 
in thi s coun try ar imported fl'Ol11 France. 
I n th e Un ited States the f aw Ri ve r Va ll ey 
jus t west of Kansas Ci ty is no ted for its 
produ c tion of fin e seedling app le rots used 
as stocks F r n\<t med app le varieties. Seeds 
from our culti vated va ri eti es like Jonathan, 
Ben Davis and Winesap may be us d; but 
as a J' ul e they lack irility a nd vigor and 
do not g ive as hig h a J er entage of ge rmi-
nation o r produ ce as vigorous seed lings as 
th seeds from the • ren h rab or wi ld 
apple. The so-cal led Fr n h I'ab app le 
se ds are, th erefore, general ly used in g row-
ing app le seedling rots to be used for graft-
ing and budding purpose . 
Apple seeds are genera ll y procured by 
washing the poma e obtain ed at ld-fas h-
ioned cider mi ll s. T he meth d may consist 
of p lacing the pomace in a banel or til r 
Fig. 4·.-'I'h e . "ple l wig at the 
left t howl one and twowyen r-old 
wood. Th e app le branch at lh e 
rig ht . howl wood fro m o ne LO aix 
yea rl old in chll ive. Sce nOlC below', 
NOle.- In rerorence to F ig. <I il . hou ld be u id III t lh e portio n r lh e twi g rro rn lhe tip dow nwn rd 
to the 6rlt ring o f Ica rl co n. iltl o f o ne-year-o ld wood. Below t.hil rin g il two-yen r-olel wood, th e bud. o f 
w hich ore ul ually leu li ke ly to grow IA ti tfnctorily w hen uled for graft in g o r bucldi 118 purpolel . Th c 
regio n indicated by th e bracket Ihowl the bell ,ciOIl wood. I tnmnture tiPI . ho uld be dis nrded a nd th e 
ba u l budl 4rc ge nera ll y un l uited for ule. Th e bracket. on th e branch at th e right indi cate the age of 
the wood between th e ring. o f Icnrl w hich mark the termination o f en h year'. growth. Th e o ne-yen r 
old wood o r lhi . brnnch (I) rrom th e lip to lhe fint ring or "an i. undeoirnble ror gra rlin g purpo.e. be. 
cau.e it lack. vigor and i , immature, whil e th e wood below thi . a nd more th an o nc year o ld would be 
Ie .. lik ely to grow. 
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container and adding water. In 4 or 5 days some fermentation may 
have taken place and by stirring the pomace vigorously the seeds may 
be separated from it. The pomace will rise to the top of the container, 
while the viable seeds will settle to the bottom. The pomace and water 
are then poured off and the seeds are collected. 
The seeds are dried for a few days in the open air, after which they 
may be stratified in damp sand as follows: In a flat wooden box of con-
venient size is placed about 2 inches of damp sand, then a layer of seeds, 
and upon this, alternate layers of sand and seeds are placed until the box 
is filled or the work is complete. The stratified seeds should be kept 
moist and cool until time for planting in the early spring. 
The box of seeds is sometimes buried in a well drained soil to a 
dep~h of 6 or 8 inches or placed in a cool cellar until spring. It may also 
,be placed flat on the ground and covered with strawy manure to a depth 
of about a foot in order to prevent severe alternate freezing and thawing. 
Since the seeds begin growth early in the spring, the soil in which they 
are to be planted should be prepared in the fall or early winter by deep 
plowing. It is important that the soil be deep and rich; otherwise it 
will be impossible to produce straight, long roots of the kind convenient 
and suitable for grafting purposes. 
The apple seeds are planted from 2 to 4 inches apart in rows about 
4 feet apart and when the young seedlings spring up they should be 
given very thorough cultivations during the growing season by plowing 
and hoeing. In the fall after the leaves drop the little trees are dug, if 
large enough. When they are considered too small for use they may be 
allowed to grow another year before digging. For convenience in hand-
ling, the tops are shortened after digging and the trees are tied in bundles 
of from 25 to 50 or more. They are then packed in boxes of. green saw-
dust, damp sand or other damp packing material and stored in a cool 
place. The seedling roots are used extensively for whip grafting in J an-
uary and February. They are known as apple "stock" and are used in 
the propagation of named varieties of apples. 
MAKING THE WHIP GRAFT 
This method of grafting is frequently referred to as "whip and tongue 
grafting" or "root grafting", as the method employed usually has to do 
. with grafting a scion upon a root. The whip and tongue graft is used in 
grafting th'e roots of seedling apple trees from one to two years old and 
Yz to ~ inches in diameter upon the scions (current season's growth, 
about the size of alead pencil) of varieties of apples or pears to be propa-
gated. The seedling roots and scions are usually removed from storage 
and grafted during January or February. A cellar or basement room 
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is genera ll y used for this purpose, but a drier a nci warmer room may be 
used if the sc ions and roots arc kept in thei r original packages and cov-
ered except when in usc, Scions, roots or grafts should neve r be a llowed 
to dry out. T he roots may he from 1-+ to l H in ches long, and for grafting 
purposes th ey are frequently cut into pieces from 3 to 6 in ches long, the 
average being about 4 in ches. Eac h seed li ng root, t herefore, ma y make 
from two to four gra fts. 
In maki ng t he 
graft, a sloping cut 
abou t 1,% inches 
long is made on one 
side o f t he upper 
end of t he seeclli ng 
root. T he same ki nd 
of sloping cut is 
ma Ie on th e lower 
end of t he scion. 
T he k nife is t hen 
placed on the slop-
ing cut at a dis-
tance of a bout ;.1 
or 51 inch from t he 
end a nd a tongue 
is Cll t here on both 
sc ion and root. 
T hey are t hen push- • 
Fig. 5.-Mnking the Whip Graft. (A) Long , sloping ell t nnel . Iit 
made in II ion. (B) Sl.ock pre:pnl'ed in a simi lar Illnnner and ready LO be 
l1nited with scio n. (") Scion nnd sLock pushed loge 1her wi th lon8 ues 
interlock ing-note th e SC iClIl hna been pninted white merely for the pllr~ 
poae of the picture, to ahow t.he proper ('nlnbi~d conLaCt. (D) Sc ion 
placed to one aide LO sec ure the proper cnmb i rd ('o nl 3 t wit h Ihe stock . 
ed together, the tongues of each sli pping into t he slits made for them. To 
complete the graft, the sc ion and root are wrapped fairl y tight with No. 
18 or 20 knitting thread. Be fore ty ing the un ion or graft, however, it is 
important to see t hat th e inner bark of hath comes toget her at l e~s t on 
one side; otherwise, the graft is not likely to grow. oml1lercial nursery-
men use ma hines for wrapping grafts. If the sc ion and stock are of 
different diam eters, care I1lUst be taken to insure the PI' 1 er int rlapping 
of the edges, at leas t on one side. Poor unions invite crown ga ll or root 
knot a nd other troubles. T he weak cotton st ring with whi ch the stock 
and scion are wrapped will decay rapid ly and cause no injury when th e 
grafts are set in the soil. T he fini shed graft, inc lu din g the sc ion and root, 
should be a bout 8,U' to 9 inches long. 
STORING, PLANTING AND CULTURE OF GRAFTS 
T he graFts should be packed in btll1c11 s of 50 to 100 ea h and stor d 
in damp sand or green sawdust and placed in coil storage, a cool cell ar 
or a ca llu s pit until they are set in the nursery row in t he srring. T he soil 
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for planting should be plowed in the fall in order that the grafts may be 
planted as early as possible. Prepare the ground as for a garden. The 
grafts may be planted either in holes made by a "dibble" or along the 
smooth straight edge C?f a furrow made by a plow. In either case, it is 
important to leave only the top bud of the scion above ground and to 
pack the soil tightly and firmly around the base of the root or graft. 
If the young trees receive.frequent shallow cultivations throughout 
the spring and summer, they should grow to a height of 2;4 to 3 feet or 
tnore when they are considered large enough for transplanting as "one-
year-olds" any time during the late fall, early winter or the' following 
spring. They may also be dug and stored in moist sand or green saw-
dust like scions or seedling apple roots. If the trees are not large enough 
in the fall for transplanting or if there-is l!o ready sale, they may be left 
undisturbed in the nursery. The trees may be grown in the nursery row 
for another year and sold or transplanted as two-year-old trees, or they 
may be cut back in the spring to the original bud near the ground or 
just above the union of stock and scion. This usually causes a quick, 
vigorous growth of the tree and at the end of the growing season it is 
called a "cut-back" with a two-year-old root and a one-year-old top. 
WHOLE ROOT AND PIECE ROOT JONATHAN APPLE TREES 
In 1889, an investigation of whole-root and piece-root Jonathan 
apple trees was begun at the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station 
and continued until 1920 under the direction of the late J. C. Whitten, 
formerly professor of Horticulture. The object was to obtain informa-
tion regarding the growth, vigor, productiveness and relative value of 
apple trees propagated by the whip and tongue method of graftage from 
seedling apple whole roots and piece roots. 
, The character and quality of the fruit was also considered in the 
investigation. The so-called "French stock" or seedling apple roots were 
used for the grafting work. The scions used were secured from uniformly 
bearing.T onathan apple trees. The seedling apple roots, scions and grafts 
were handled and stored in the usual manner. Grafts were made by 
using whole roots, crown piece cuts, middle piece cuts and the lower or 
tail piece cuts. Thirteen grafts made by each method were set in the 
nursery early i~ the spring of 1899 and were given the same care and 
attention. , 
In the spring of 1900, after the grafts had made one season's growth, 
the trees were transpla!lted in the University Orchard at Columbia. 
The cultural treatments for all were the same. 
Yield records were started in 1912 when the trees were 12 years old 
and continued until 1920 with the following trees: 11 whole root, 11 
crow n ClIt , 10 ll1iddl Cli t and 7 lown cut. Th e total yield was so small 
in 19 13 t ha t notes weI"(' not take n on the prod uction of eac h tree. 
T AB I.E 1. :\ "ERA , F. A NNIIA I. Ylbl.lJ OF .I 0 N A IH AN A 1' 1' 1.1, T REE S, PR OI'AGA '1 E I) I' ROM 
"VHOL E Hom, CROWN PT, M I IlIl I. E Cl i r AN D LOW ER CUTSEED I.I Nr. A I'I'I. E H OOT S. 
(Al(c of Tr~cs 12 1020 Y ea rs.) 
Year Wh o le Root Crnwl1 li t 
I I trees II t rees 
I () 12 5.00 hll . S.6K hu. 
1<; 1+ 6. I H 7.50 
19 15 8. (,+ 9.,17 
1916 I . fd, 1.<)0 
1917 7 . 57 I> .. 11 
191H 5 .93 6. 7') 
1919 3. 79 4. 22 
Av'ge 5.53 5.9H 
Fig. 6.-Whole-root and pie ce-roo t appl e 
gr.:t (l l made by n commercinl Ilu rle rymltn . Th e 
three gra rte at th e lert reprelent the .o-ca ll ed whole-
root grn(t, while the three gra fl l al the righ l nre 
typi cal (or the piece-fOO L graft. 
--
Midd le C ut Lowcl' C u t 
10 trees 7 I r~cs 
-- ----
5.2 1 hu. 5.80 bu. 
6.4H 5.57 
10.1>2 ID. H5 
2. 00 1.40 
7 . 57 1). 57 
6.M2 5. 14 
5 . :15 7 .46 
6.29 6.54 
Th ese data show that there 
was no material difference be-
tween the average growth and 
yield ofJon<lthan apple trees pro-
pagated from whole roots and . 
pi ece roots. I t rather emphasi-l s 
the fa t that the grower should 
gi ve m re a tten tion to the matter 
of securing hea lthy, vigorous, 
growthy tr s with good root 
development than to the qu estion 
of wh ther th e trees were 1 ropa-
ga ted from whole !"Oats or piece 
ro ts. No appreciable c1ifF, r n c~ 
was observ d in the character or 
quality of the fruit fr m th e 
whole-r ot and piece-root trees. 
In the propaga t ion of the so-
ailed whol -root trees, an entire 
or whole see lI ing apple root is 
rarely usecl. After graftin g the 
whole root to the apple sc ion it is 
usuall y too long for transplan ti ng 
in the av rage nursery so il, so a 
p rtion of the lower part is re~ 
1l'joved. Be ause the wh I root 
graft ar usuall y to I ng, the smaller and more bran hed root~ 
are generally sele ted for wh Ie-root grafting, while the larger, 
longer ann straight 1'1' ots are 11 ed f r piec - I' ot grafting. With good 
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TABL.E 2.-AvER-;\GE GROWTH MEASUREMENTS OF JONATHAN ApPLE TREES 13 YEARS 
OLD PROPAGATED FROM WHOLE ROOT, CROWN CUT, MIDDLE CUT AND LOWER 
CUT SEEDLING ApPLE ROOTs. 
(Measurements Taken in Inches, August, 19'13) 
Total Circum-
Total Circu'mference Total Length, ference of trunk 
Whole Root of lim bs more th'an 3 longest limbs of each tree 6 in-
3 inches in diameter of each tree ches from ground 
Whole Root 301.4 in. 617.90 in. 32.93 in. 
Avg. 205.97 in. 
Crown Cut 303.5 in. 616.50 in. 32.61 in. 
Middle Cut 292.5 in. 
Avg. 205.50 in. 
634.2 in. 32.95 in. 
Lower Cut 291. 8 in. 
Avg. 211.4 in. 
61 7 .7 in. 31.67 in. 
Avg.205.9in. 
seedling apple roots the propagator may be able to make as many as 3 
or 4 piece-root grafts from one whole root. ' 
J t is common knowledge, however, among nurserymen and fruit 
growers that whole-root grafts or trees may make a slightly better growth 
· in the nursery row and during the first year or two after transplanting in 
. the orchard. This is due no doubt to the fact that the whole-root tree 
· or graft may have a larger root system and be able to suceed better as 
regards the obtaining of plant foods when transplanted. After the first 
few . years no material difference in growth has been observed. Large, 
grow thy trees propagated from either whole roots or piece roots should 
be sa tisfactory. 
CLEFT OR TOP GRAFTAGE 
Principle and Method.-The principal factors deserving consid-
· eration in cleft grafting trees are: (1) vigor, (2) type of framework, (3) 
age, (4) blight and disease resistance and (5) variety. Cleft or top graft-
age is a method often used in general practice on apples, pears and 
· quinces; The method may also be used successfully on stone fruits, es-
pecially the cherry and plum. The entire top of trees up to about ten 
· years of age may be sawed off and the scaffold or main branches cleft-
grafted at one operation. With trees older than this, however, it is 
usually advisable to cleft graft no more than one-third or one-half of the 
top in one season. For old trees the grafts are usually unable to produce · 
. sufficient foliage in one year to carryon the plan t processes. The branches 
which are left but which are to be grafted at another season are known as 
. nurse branches. It is a well-known fact that old apple trees will survive 
the grafting operation better if the limbs used are not larger than 2 to 4 
inches in diameter; In from 5 tQ 7 years after the top grafting operation, 
fruit trees should develop about as much fruiting wood as ungrafted trees 
and may bear an average crop. 
, ) Cleft grafting work is generally most successfully accomplished just 
heFore ur jllst aFte r growt h sta rts in th e spring. If t here is a great dea l 
of work to do, t he gro wer may start + or 5 weeks heFore the hucl s swe ll. 
Th e sc ions should he cut (rom wel l matured, dormant wood o( the current 
season's growth during the Fail or wintcr and stored in a cnol place in 
damp sand or sawdu st. Tn cleFt graFting the cherry and plum , it is par-
ticul ar ly importa nt that t he sc ions he kept ahsolutely dormant . 
Preparing the Stock. 1n cleft gra Fting, t he operati ol1 consists in 
saw ing off t he li mh, lea ving a stul~lP to he graFted . The stump is spli t 
wi t'h a heav y kniFe and maul. T he cleFt or split should he mad e about 2 
or :l inc hes deep. Th e kniFe is t hen removed and placed in th e 'e nn.: r of 
t he cleft in order to spread it for receiving th e sc ions. If the stock is 
large, two wedge-s haped sc ion s may be ll sed, oll e in each sid e or th e 
split . It is always we ll to use two or more sc ions, dependin g on th e size 
Fi R. 7.-(A) An apple branc h lawe d ofl, alld c lefL prepared for scinns. (B) Sciolls in le rl ed in de ft, 
and "'lic k rC'ady for l y ing, whe n {III cUl 8udacClIhou id be waxed. (C) Th t' cl(" rt grafting OIHor;:uion com~ 
piti ed. Note Ih e Block is wrappeu wit h co rd Il fl'lr th e edge to keer th e 8 iOlls in r ll\('(: and nil CU I I II I' ~ 
fn cea lIrc th oru lI ghly C()VNC" I with gra rlin g wat. 
of the stock, as sc i ns are frequentl y broke n out by t h wind and oth r 
fact rs. IF th e stump is large and th ere is da nger f th e pressure crush-
ing the sc ions, a wedge may be driven down into the middle of the split 
to hold the p.arts of t he trunk op n and lessen th e pressure upon the 
sc ions. The top~oF th e~wedge is then cut o fT" level with the stump. 
Where the st ck or trun k is very large, it may be split both ways ancl 
fo ur scions p laced in it. In other cases th e spli t is made to one side of 
t he center so as to avoi I spli tting th e heart wood. 
Preparing and Inserting the Scions.- Th e scions shou Ici be so placed 
that the inn er bark of on e side makes an exac t union with the cambium 
or inn er bark of the stock. This is very important, as it is at t his poin t 
only that any growth occurs. The sc ion s, containi ng From 3 to 5 buds 
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eac h, abollt "1 or 5 in ches long and about the size of a J ad penci l, are 
prepared hy making long, sloping cuts from 151 to 2 in ches in lcngth on 
both sid es of the lower cnd s. Th e wedge-s haped sc ions are then ready 
for ins rt ion in the sp li t or cn vi ty made in t he stock. \Vhere the scion and 
stock arc approximatel)' the same sil.c, the whip and tongue graft may 
be used more success full y than the cle ft gr;lft, in whic h casc tying and 
Fig . B.-Crowth of J and 1-year old .cion. o n a clef, gra fted apple tree. 
The main Item or trun k waf about 8 in chel in diameter, too large as a rule fo r 
uli,Cactory clefr grafti ng. Before th e ,ciO llt g row large enough LO cove r l uch a 
wou nd , di seAse i, likel y to enler, ca ul ing the d e~ th o f the trec. H ad the opc ra~ 
Li on been performed on .ml1 l1 e r li mb. hi gher up in the trce, the work would 
probably have been more Iuccclifu l. 
waxing wi ll usuall y give bes t results. If No. 18 or 20 knitting thread is 
used, it wi Jl not be necessary to cut the string from the whip graft as 
the thread is easily broken. 
Waxing and Subsequent Treatment.- After t he scions are in place, 
all wounded surfaces should be thoroughly and completely covered with 
grafting wax. If the wax is hot, 2 or 3 coats will be required. The cleft 
must be closely sealed to keep out air and disease and to prevent the 
wounds from "bleeding", The wax should never be disturbed and new 
applications, if neede 1, should b<: made one or more times each growi ng 
seaso n until the sc ions are we ll estah li shed and th<: wound~ are hc,d<:d . 
:!CI~ Before waxing, it is usually advisable to wrap waxed tape or a heavy 
ord around the top of th <: stock near the cut surface, thus tying in th<: 
sc ioll s to prcvent th e tock from gapping op<:n and destroying the con-
tact of thl! grow ing parts. AFter 5 or 6 weeks, wh en growth shou ld be 
we ll started, the tape or cord may he removed; otherwi sc, if it be very 
strong, it is likely to gird le th e stock. 
Fi g. 9.- Trunk of nn 8-year-old top-g rafted app le cree. Ihowi ngllock which 
hn . o lll g rnwll th e ,cio ll. 
paper bag is a Is ften placed over the cleft graft and waxed sur-
faces and tied around the stock to lessen the evap ration of moisture 
from th e sci I1 S and t k. In ab ut a week r ten days, growth shou ld 
start and the sacks should be rem vcd. t th end F the first or second 
season iF all of the scions are gmwing, th number shou ld be reduced to 
one, be ause two or more growing fr m the. same pint may devel p a 
bad crotc h. Where more sci 11 are needed, however, to heal over a large 
wound, th y should be left for a longer period. If the scions are pruned 
l'athe!" severel y each year, their growth wi ll be greatl y checked and th ey 
may he left longer with ut any ill. elf ct to assist in healing over wound~. 
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THE BARK GRAFT METHOD 
It is essential in this method of grafting that the bark separate 
readily from, the wood. Consequently, for best results it is usually ad-
visable to do the work in the spring just as the buds are starting growth. 
The limbs to be grafted are sawed off in the usual manner, leaving 
short stubs. There are several slightly different methods used in pre-
paring the scions. Just as satisfactory a method as any, however, is 
to prepare the scions wedge shaped, as described under cleft grafting. 
Many, however, cut the scion with a straight splice or with a shoulder 
and splice. 
If the bark of the stock is in the proper condition (slipping easily) 
the scions may be inserted without difficulty between the bark and the 
wood. It is usually necessary to insert 2 or more scions between the bark 
and wood to induce rapid healing of the stub. If the stock is large, the 
scions may be placed at intervals of 3 or 4 inches around the stub, to 
facilitate the healing of the wound. If the bark of the stock does not 
slip readily, a slit about Yz inch long, made at the edge of the stub will 
mak.e the insertion of the scion easier. The scions should be tied firmly 
to the stub by means of waxed tape or stout cord to hold them in place. 
Small tacks are also sometimes driven through the scions into the stock 
to help hold the scions firmly to the stub. All exposed or cut surfaces 
should be covered with grafting wax. The tape or cord should be re-
moved after a few weeks or as soon as the scions are well established, in 
order to prevent girdling. 
THE NOTCH METHOD OF GRAFTAGE 
The "notch method" of making the cleft graft first came into promi-
nence in the Northwest. A coarse-toothed saw is used and the desired 
notch is sawed out instead of split. The scions cannot be made wedge 
shaped, but must be whittled to fit the notch. If one side of the scion is 
made thinner than the other one, then the scion can be forced in tightly 
until the inner edges meet closely. The wedge is usually made sidewise, 
with the splint toward the center of the tree .. Tie and wax the wounds 
as with other methods of graftage. The advantage claimed for this 
method is that it does not injure the stock badly by splitting it, and as a 
result it heals more quickly. 
THE SIDE CLEFT GRAFT METHOD 
The "side graft" is very good for top-working small trees or graft-
ing small branches. The scion is prepared as in the cleft graft except that 
the wedge is very short. The limb or stock receives a diagonal cut almost . 
to the pith. This cut is then opened by bending the limb and the wedge 
shaped scion is inserted, using care to make the right contact between 
the two cambium layers. When the scion is in place the end of the limb 
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is released and its spring action holds the scion in place. No tying is 
necessary. The original branch is then removed just above the insertion 
and the whole union and wound are covered with grafting wax. 
DANGER OF CLEFT GRAFTING 
Hardy, vigorous varieties of apples maybe more successfully cleft 
grafted than weaker growing sorts. Varieties suscepti ble to blister canker 
are likely to be seriously injured unless they are growing vigorously and 
the cut surfaces are small, carefully sterilized and kept covered with 
grafting wax or a good tree wound paint. If more than two or three 
years are required for the healing over of cut surfaces there is great dait-
A 8 
Fig. 1O.-The wrong and right way to place scions in the split when cleft grafting. The 
scions may fail when not properly ' placed. If the bark of the stock is thicker than that of the 
scion it is very irriportant that the scion be set in far enough to allow the inner bark or ca.mbium 
layers of each to match or come together. (Al Scions improperly placed, as the inner bark or 
growing layers are not in contact, although the ,urf.ces are flush. (Bl Scions properly placed, 
having been pushed in far enough to give the right contact between stock and scion. To give 
the best contact the scion sho"ld be slightly thicker on the outside than the inside. 
ger of disease entering the grafted branches and destroying them. For 
this reason, it is usually advisable to confine the cleft grafting operation 
to limbs or branches of not more than 27f to 3 inches in diameter. It is 
always dangerous to cleft graft apple trees 18 to 20 or more years old. 
If old trees are grafted, the cuts for the grafts should be made higher in 
the tree tops, in order to make use of limbs of not more than the diameter 
mentioned above. 
BRIDGE OR REPAIR GRAFTAGE 
Bridge graftage is made use of in repairing injured tree growth and 
is of no value in propagation. Many trees are injured by rabbits, field 
mice, or other animals, by the careless use of implements in the orchard 
and by diseases. In the treatment of such injury the bridge graft is often 
very valuable. Its use is not nearly as widespread as it should be. 
Unless about one-fourth or one-third of the bark of bearing tree 
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trunks has been removed down to the wood or cambium layer, bridge 
grafting is not usually necessary. Where rabbits have gnawed the bark 
of the tree trunks practically all the way 'round but have not peeled it 
to the wood except in spots here and there, bridge grafting as a rule is 
not needed. An application of house or barn paint (white lead and raw 
linseed oil) applied to the wounds only, will generally prevent drying 
and assist materially in healing the wounds. Trees which appear to be 
badly damaged by girdling will frequently heal their wounds quickly if 
paint or grafting wax is used properly in covering the wounds. 
If the injury occurs in winter the wounds should be protected by a 
co·at of paint to prevent drying. The grafting should be done in the spring 
as soon as the bark will peel freely. During the growing season, the oper-
ation should be performed as soon as the wound is found. 
Trees from 1 to 2 years old, inclusive, which have been completely 
girdled or the bark removed down to the wood all the way round are 
usually handled most successfully by cutting them off a few inches above 
the graft and allowing one sprout to grow from above the graft. The 
best time to cut the trees back is just as growth is starting in the spring. 
With trees from 3 to 5 years of age, it is usually advisable to saw them 
off near the ground and cleft graft the stub to the desired variety; while 
for trees 5 or more years old, bridge grafting is generally the best method 
to employ. 
The operations of bridge grafting are as follows: 
1. Cleanse and cut away all irregular tissue to form a straight 
wound on both the top and bottom of the girdle or injury. The girdled 
area may be painted with either white lead and raw linseed oil or graft-
mg wax. 
2. Cut a slit just beneath the bark and slightly into the wood at 
opposite points at the edge of both the top and bottom of the girdle. 
This may be accomplished by pushing a grafting knife upward beneath 
the bark and then downward beneath the bark. 
3. Select strong, vigorous scions of the current season's growth. 
They should be a little longer than the girdle is wide. Both ends of the 
scions are whittled to a wedge shape, making the wedge about 1 U inches 
long. 
4. Insert the base of the scion into the lower slit. 
5. With one hand holding the base of the scion in position, bend 
the scion until tne upper end may be inserted at the upper slit. When 
both wedge-shaped ends of the scion have been inserted, the scion itself 
should be slightly arched. The spring in the arc::hed scion will assist in 
holding it firmly in place. 
6. Small brads or tacks may be used to fasten the ends of the scion 
in place. 
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Fif:r. I I. - An npp le tr rc g irdl ed hy rnhbits . Eno Llllh o f th e nmbium or 
grow in g larc f near th e wood wnl Ich to mnke: bridJ(c Hridling UI1I1 CCC8B3ry. 
Th e wo und s wert" pni lH eel wilh while lell d a nd raw lin see d oi l u nci they were 
pn'lclic."dl y healed over dllring the: fo il wing leaSOIl \.\Iilh no "PI nrcl1 t injur y. 
Fi g. 12.-A gird led app le tree about 14 inche. in diameter with the .cion. 
in place bridging the gird led area. Nott" that the roug h, irregular edge. of the 
b ark bordering the wound h ave been trimmed bRck evenly, nnd th e girdl ed a rea 
ho. been painted with whi te lead and raw lin leed oil. Th e wound. made in in-
.ening th e scion. are covered with grafting wax, which may be uled to COVGr all 
wo unded part •. 
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7. I nsert more sc ions at in terva ls of 1;:1 to 2 i nehes un ti I t he i 11 -
jury is covered 01' th e tree has been surrounded , if complete ly girdled. 
Carefully wax the wounueu ti ssue where the sc ions were in serted. 
\Vax or paint may be used as a cove ring for t he g irdle. Rewax or pain t 
as ofte n as necessary to keep th e cu t surfaces a nd wounds covcreU. 
A ny kind of a fruit tree that may be propagated by grafting can 
u suall y be successfu ll y bridge grafted. Apple a nd pears, however, are 
more o ften bridge grafted than ot her kind s f fruits. Peache graft 
less readi ly t han t he fruits mentioned, bu t th e plum and cherr y shou ld 
lend th emselves fairl y we ll to thi s met hod of graftage. 
Fig. 13.- An apple tree bridge grafted about 8 yen" ngo. Moat of the 
tcio na coverin g the girdled area have g rown toge ther a nd the wound s wi ll 
loo n be comp lc lc ly covered with new wood . 
MAKING AND APPLYING GRAFTING WAX 
Many formul ae have been evolved for the making of grafting wax, 
most of which are good and effect ive. Th e formula which has been used 
for years by the Missouri a llege of Agricu lture is as follows : 
ammon resil1 ________________________ A pounds 
B eswax ______________________________ 2 pounds 
Beef tallow ____________________________ 1 pound 
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A harder wax may be made by using 5 pounds of resin, 27f pounds 
of beeswax and 1 pound of tallow, while a softer wax may be prepared 
by increasing the amount of tallow in the standard formula from 1 pound 
to 17f or 2 pounds. Melt all of the ingredients in a vessel over a slow fire, 
stirring thoroughly. Lump resin should be pulverized before using. 
When the resin, beeswax and tallow are dissolved and thoroughly mixed, 
remove from the fire. After the mixture has cooled somewhat and is of 
the right consistency for use with a brush, it is ready to apply. The wax 
may be stored for future use in the container in which the ingredients 
were melted. 
Grafting wax is also frequently prepared and stored as follows: 
Heat over a slow fire and mix thoroughly the ingredients mentioned 
above. After the mixture has cooled slightly, pour it into a vessel of 
cold water. Grease the hands with tallow to prevent the wax sticking to 
them, and as soon as the wax is cool enough to handle remove it from the 
water and pull and work it as in preparing molasses candy. The working 
should be continued until the wax becomes smooth and changes to a 
lighter color, after which it is usually too stiff to pull readily. The wax 
may then be rolled into balls of suitable size and stored until desired for 
use. It will keep indefinitely. To use the wax after it has cooled, remelt 
by means of heat. Paraffin may be substituted in the same amount 
and used successfully instead of beeswax in the formula given above. 
Charcoal wax is popular among some growers. The formula and 
method of preparing are as follows: 
Resin _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _______________________ 5 pounds 
Beeswax ____________ ____ __ _____ _______ 1 pound 
Powdered wood charcoal ____ ___ ________ -7f pound 
Raw linseed oiL _ _ ___ __________________ ____ 1 gill 
Melt the beeswax and resin, add the charcoal and stir vigorously 
to prevent the formation of lumps. Then add the linseed oil and stir 
again, after which the wax is ready for use. 
The application of grafting wax should leave the wounds air and 
water tight. Its uses may be enumerated as follows: 
1. To keep out all diseases, rots, cankers, etc. and insects such as 
the borers which infest wounds. 
2. To keep the cut surfaces moist and fresh, for if they are allowed 
to dry out the graft or bud cannot grow. 
3. To prevent an excessive flow of sap from the wounds. 
The best and most efficient method of applying grafting wax is with 
a brush. The wax should not be hot enough to injure the wood, but must 
be warm enough to run freely into crevices and cracks. A good melting 
pot consiSting of a small cup or basin inserted in the top of a kerosene 
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ourning lantern may be purchased from o rchard supp lv houses. An im-
provised eq uipm ent may be use I, however, by IJuilding :l s mall tire in 
an old tin pail and suspe nding a small bas in ove r the top. 
Fi g. I·I. - Th e bark gra ft , s ho wing th e 
me l hod o f c lillin g th e sc io n! a nd in se rtin g th e m 
Paraffin may be used instead 
of the graft ing wax made from resin, 
heeswax and tallow. The fo ll ow ing 
aclvant~ges are clni med for it: It 
req uires no preparation for use other 
t han melting, hard ens quick ly, is 
cheap and easi ly o btain ed and Illa y 
be used to cover the en ti re sc ion as 
we ll as a ll cut or ex posed surfaces. 
Durin g the sp ring and earl y Slimm er, 
the ordinary form known as "para-
wax" usee! for sea ling jars of j ell y 
and j am is satisfactory. J n the hot-
test weather, paraffin of at least 
600 C. melting point is req uire I. 
WAXED TAPE AND STRING 
Waxed tape ma y be prepared 
by tearing cotto n cloth into strips 
about ~ in eh wide, making the stri ps into rolls and th en soaking in hot 
g rafting wax. Wh en the cloth is thorough ly sa turated with t he wax, re-
move th e roll s and sto re for future u e. 
Waxed st ring is prepared by soaking in hot g rafting wax the ba ll s 
of twine to be used. When the twine is completely sa turated with th e 
wax the bal ls should be removed . fter coolin g, the string is read y for 
'use or storage. 
PROPAGATION OF PEARS 
Seedage.- Pear stock is gmwn chi eRy in urope. Nurserymen like 
the French stock because th e g rowers transplan t soon after t he trees 
start g row th, which generall y produces a more bran c hed mot sys tem. 
French pear seeds are saved in much the same mann er as apple seeds. 
There are regions in France where pear ider is made ex tens ive ly and th e 
seeds are saved for propagation ] urposes. W here it is necessary to re-
move th e seed by hand it is m re expensive. . 
Some Kieffer pear seedlings are rai sed in t he n i ted States and most 
o f the seed omes from the anneries of Maryland and New Jel"sey. 
J apanese stock, which is gr wing in popu larity, uSLlally comes dir ct 
from J apan, al though some of it c Tn s through Frenc h and Du tch i m-
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porters. Pear seeds are Heated like apple seeds for planting and the same 
planting suggestions apply to both. 
Graftage.-The pear is generally propagated by whip grafting on 
whole roots. It differs from the apple in that it should be grafted on 
whole roots instead of piece roots and the union should be made at the 
crown. The scions are made about 4 to 6 inches in length. For best re-
sults the wounds should be completely covered and sealed with hot graft-
ing wax. To prevent injury, as soon as the wax is spread, the graft is 
dropped into a tub of cold water to cool it quickly. The pear grafts are 
stored and planted in the same manner as are apples but, because of 
their greater length, they are somewhat more difficult to handle. If for 
any reason the waxed strings do not decay within a reasonable time after 
transplanting, they should be cut to prevent girdling. The pear may also 
be budded, top grafted or bridge grafted in the same manner as the 
apple. 
Dwarfing Pear Trees.-Pear trees grown on pear roots are called 
normal or standard; pear trees grown on quince roots are dwarfed. As 
with apples, the only use for dwarf pear trees is-for novelties or as orna-
mentals on the lawn. Duchess, Louis Bonne, Anjou, Bartlett, Seckel and 
Kieffer are varieties adapted to dwarfing. 
PROPAGATION OF QUINCES 
Quince stock may be propagated from seed, but the resulting stock is 
inferior; and the method is seldom used except to furnish seedling stock 
for budding. They are generally propagated in one of the following 
four ways: by cuttings of the ripened one-year-old wood or from pieces of 
roots treated like cuttings; mound layers; root grafting; or budding. 
(1) Hardwood cuttings are used by nurserymen who have light, 
warm soils. These are made like currant cuttings and treated like 
grape cuttings. The cuttings are stored, handled and planted like 
apple grafts. In planting, only one or two of the top buds should be left 
exposed above the soil. 
(2) In mound layering, the old plant is induced to throw out a 
growth of roots from the crown. This may be accomplished by cutting 
back the old plants to encourage new growth, the crowns being scarred 
with a knife or hoe and a mound of earth thrown up around them. After 
the growing season the mound is dug away and the sprouts are cut off 
and replanted in a nursery row for a season's growth, after which they 
are ready for transplanting in the orchard. 
(3) Root grafting is employed as with apples. To assist the cut-
tings in becoming established, pieces of apple roots may be spliced onto 
the scions, but these are often removed when the nursery tree is trans-
planted into the orchard; 
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(4) When budding is employed, the seedlings are grown in the 
manner described for apples. The time and method are also similar. 
DOUBLE-WORKING OR DOUBLE GRAFTAGE 
The process of double-working fruit trees has caused a great deal 
of discussion and comment in late years: It is a method for reworking 
trees to avoid many of the troubles affecting the trunks and crowns of 
apple . trees, as collar rot, fire bligh t and winter injury. Some varieties 
such as Grimes, are notoriously susceptible to crown troubles. The 
method may be used to produce straight trees instead of straggling ones 
or to give vigor to poor or weak growers. Pear and apple trees are most 
often double-worked. 
Trees of a known resistant var-
iety wi th a good root system such as 
Minkler, Arkansas, Northern Spy 
and others are propagated in the 
usual manner. They are generally 
allowed to grow for 1 or 2 years. Be-
fore growth starts the next season the 
trees are cut off about twenty inches 
. above ground and cleft grafted or 
whip grafted to Grimes or the desired 
variety which is being propagated. 
With this operation completed, the 
trees have been worked twice, hence 
the term "double-worked." 
In some localities the work is 
done by budding during August or 
early September. The bud is inserted 
n ... ase 12.e.sl..ra'1!' 
Trunk.. 
in the hardy variety at a height of Fig. !5.-Double-working or double-graft-
about 20 inches in whips of wood of age illustrated. 
the current season's growth. If the 
buds fail to grow, the trees may be whip grafted the following spring. 
If s::ions on trees which have been grafted fail to grow, the trunk of the 
tree can be cut off near the ground in the spring and a whip or sprout 
allowed to grow. This whip can be budded in the late summer of that 
same season. By using this combination of the two methods of propa~ 
gation, there will be no loss of time in case of bad luck with either 
method. 
Another~ethod consists of allowing the hardy tree serving as the 
stock to grow from 3 to ' 5 years and form its main scaffold branches. 
These main branches may be sawed off early in the spring, leavingstU:bs 
abou t 16 or 20 inches. in length, which are -cleft grafted to the desired 
variety. By this method the trunk and the crotches of the scaffold 
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bnl.nches are made up of th e hardier sort. A stronger tree and one which 
is less likely to di sease in its main stem a nd framework is t hu s produced. 
PROPAGATION OF PEACHES, CHERRIES AND PLUMS 
Budding is practica ll y the onl y method empl oyed in th propaga-
tion o f stone fruits such as peac hes, cherries, plu l1ls, et . App les, pears, 
quinces, wa lnu ts, pecans, hi ckori es, ci tru s fruit s and others are a lso prop-
agated extens ive ly oy buddin g. Budding work is usual ly done during 
the la te su m mer LI pon seedling sto k grow n for the purpose. If the seed-
lings are not large enoug h to oud at tha t time, they should be cut back 
4 
Fig. 16.-0no year-old seed lin g pench treel, showing lugcs in the proces. o f budding. Rending 
(rom lofLLO righL ( I) .how. [he T-.hoped CUL, (2) .how. [he bark . lighcJv rai.ed (or the in.ertion o( lh e 
bud, (3) .how. th e bud in.en.d wit h Lh. leo( Item or peLiol. o( th. bud Iti ll a"ach.d, (4) .how. lh. bud 
properly wrapped with raffia (nring may be uled in . tead), (5) . how l the bud afl er grow th hili healed nil 
the wound,. In the .prin g After growth Itart.lhe Ico'dling trees . lIould be cut orr jUIL above the inlerted 
bud. 
to th e ground early the nex t spring and all we 1 to grow new wood for 
budding the fo ll owing ugus t or eptember. Th e branches of old trees 
may a lso be cut offin the spring and buds inserted into the new growth 
which springs up . Buds wi ll generally succeed better if inserted in wood 
of the same season's gr wth . P eaches are frequentl y buclled UI on seed-
ling p lum stock, as the p lum will t hri ve in a heavier so il than th e peach. 
Th e plum may a lso be budded up n the peach. T he seed for gr wing 
peach stock comes a lm ost exclusively from the native seedling peaches 
of th e southeastern part of the nited States. 
Seed Stratification.- P each se ds and other hard-coa ted seeds are 
often s tratified in th e fall or earl y winte r a nd allowed to freeze nnt! 
thaw to break th e hard s.:ed coats . Wh en seeds a re st ratified on a small 
sca le, sha ll ow boxes wit h holes in th e hottoill s to give drnina ge may be 
used. Sand <llld seeds are placed in a lte rnate layer in th e hox until it 
is fill ed or th e work is fini shed . Th e hox is then pla ced flat upon th e 
ground in the garden or other enclosure on a we ll -drained place where th e 
seeds mft)' he su],j ected to th e <llternnte free zin g and thawing of winter. 
It is us u<lll y advisah le to sc reen th e box to prevent d<lmage by rodents 
and to mulch mod erate ly with st rn w to preve nt injur y hy too severe 
freezing . By spring th e sceds should ha ve cracked open ready to plan. 
Fig. 17.-Seed St ratificatio n. Bl ack walnuu stratifi ed in n box o f u nd o Note the la ye r. o f la nd a nd 
nULl. Soo n. aft cr co ll ec ti o n the box o f I tra lifi ed seed. or nUll . ho uld be placed on the ground in it well 
drain ed plnce and a ll owed 10 free ze. Th e hard 8he ll . o f leeds nrc cra c ked when lI ubjec ted to freez in g 
weather. Thi . ma kes ge rminatio n a nd g rowth p06lible in th e Iprin g. 
Some nurserym en plant peach secds in th e open ground in the fal1. 
W here this is don care shou ld be taken to have the soil soft in the spring 
s thatthetender sho ts an come up. A la rge per entageofpeach seeds 
planted in thi s manner may not gr w until the s cond season. Th '! sreds 
hould be planted about 4 or 5 inch s apart in the row 1;:1 to 2 inches 
deep and at a distance of abou t 3;:1 to 4 feet between the rows. 
Method and Time of Budding.- inc the method of budding apples, 
peaches and other frui ts is practically the same, one de cripti n of shield 
budding, which is the meth d genera ll y used, will apply to all. Budding 
i u ually done any time fr m the latter part of July until about the mid-
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dIe of September. However, the time usually best suited for the work 
is during August. The work is sometimes clone in June, in which case it 
is called "June budding". The method is the same whether June bud-
ding, summer budding or fall budding. The bark must be loose and easy 
to peel, for the operation to be performed rapidly and successfully. 
Shield Budding.-A bud stick consisting ·of a twig of the current 
season's growth having several buds is selected from the variety that is 
to be propaga ted. The lea ves 
are removed, leaving a por-
tion of the petiole to serve 
as a handle in inserting the 
bud. A T-shaped cut is 
made as near the ground as 
possible on the north side 
of the seedling stock to 
shield the bud from the sun. 
A shield-shaped piece of 
bark is then cut away from 
the budding stick, including 
a bud in its center. The bud 
is il1serted in the T-cut by 
carefully raising the bark 
from the wood slightly and 
pushing the bud downward 
until it fits squarely and 
smoothly against the wood 
beneath the incision of the 
bark. After the bud is in-
serted it is tied in place wi th 
raffia or cotton twine. In 
about a week or ten days 
when the bud has grown 
tight, the string or raffia is 
cu t on the opposi te side 
from the bud, to preven t 
girdling. The inserted bud 
remains dormant un ti I 
spring, when it should start 
growth. The top of the seed-
B 
v 
Fig. lB.-Removing the shield-shaped bud for insertion 
in the stock. (Al The budding "stick" turned up-side-down. 
The knife is then placed above the bud and pushed under it, 
cutting slightly into the wood, after which the knife is re-
moved and a Cllt is made just through the bark below the 
bud at the point indicated by the dotted line. Using the leaf 
stem or petiole as a handle, the bud is peeled from t he woo.] 
and should be immejiately inserted in the T-shaped cut 
of the stock. (Bl The shield-shaped piece of bark contain. 
ing the bud. 
ling is then removed just above the bud and the sprouts which may arise 
below the bud are carefully removed several times during the growing 
season to stimulate and force the inserted bud into active growth. After 
one or two years the budded tree should be ready for transplanting. 
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June Budding.-The shield budding method is used. If the seed-
lings are large enough, the budding work may be done in late Mayor-
June. When this is true, the process is known as "June budding." The 
buds will be set after a very few days if they are going to grow. The tops 
should then be promptly removed just above the inserted bud. By th~ 
end of the growing season the top growth from the inserted bud may 
produce a tree large enough for transplanting in the fall or the following 
spring and the trees are known as "June buds." 
Kinds of Budding.-The principal kinds of 
budding may be named according to the various 
methods of doing the work. In addition to 
shield-budding, described above, there are twig 
or spur budding; flute, patch, or veneer bud-
ding; plate budding; ring or annular budding and 
other methods. Shield budding is a great deal 
more important and much more common than 
the other kinds of budding. In fact, the other 
methods are not used except in cases where 
shield budding does not give satisfaction. 
Flute, patch or veneer budding consists 
in the removal of a rectangular piece of bark 
from the stock and the immediate replacement 
of a similar shaped piece of bark of the same 
size from the scion, bearing a bud of the variety 
to be propagated. Special equipment or devices 
are available to facilitate the cutting of uniform 
pieces of bark, although the work may be suc-
cessfully done with a good sharp knife. 
Ring or annular budding is similar to flute 
budding. Instead of removing a piece of bark as 
in flute budding, a ring of bark is removed all 
the way around the tree or branch. This is then 
replaced immediately with a similar ring of bark 
bearing a bud which has been removed from the 
sCIOn. 
Fig. J9.-A peach "bud-
ding stick" or twig. That por-
tion of the twig from which the-
leaves have been removed re-
presents the best buds for bud-· 
ding work. 
Spur budding, patch and ring budding are made use of in budding' 
thick-barked trees like hickories, pecans, walnuts, etc. Spur or twig bud-
ding on such trees generally gives more satisfactory results than shield 
budding. Spur budding differs from shield budding only in that a spur-
or short twig containing one or more buds is left on the shield-shaped 
piece of bark instead of one bud. 
In plate budding, two longitudinal cuts parallel to each other and 
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o f equal length are made in t h stock . Th e upper ends of the cuts are 
joined by making a cut in the oppos ite direc tion. The bark is then li fted, 
forming a rec tan gular flap 1 to 1,% in ches long whi ch is still attached 
hel w to the stock. A bud on a piece f bark From the sc ion is cut to fit 
th e space, in serted at once, covered with t he flap and ti ed . The flap is 
o ften cut so that a part of it may be fi tted on each sid of the bud . 
Tying Buds.- In ord er to prevent th e bud from drying out, it is 
very importnnt in all kinds o f budding that th e two growing layers he 
held firmly together. Various materi a ls have heen used For tying buds, 
but st ring is the most comm on. Raffia , a kind of grass, is a lso used ex-
/ 
rig. 20.- Un co mmon Method. 01 Budding. ( 1) chip; (2) pl.to; (J) rin g or . nnul .r; (4) lI ·b udding; 
(5) prong; (6) fl u to. 
tensi vely. When raffi a is used it is soaked for a few hours and ti ed while 
wet. Three or fOLlr wraps are generally made above and below the bud. 
The main object is to keep the s tring tight in order that all portions of 
the bark be held firml y in place. 
In 3 or 4 weeks, the bud should grow and th e union ought to be 
s ufli iently comple te to allow the removal of the wrapping material. 
When th e ties begin to bind se ere ly, they sh uld be removed at once; 
otherwise th e bud may be killed by girdling. It is important, therefore 
that the buds be given careful and timely attention. 
LIMITS OF GRAFTAGE 
Propagators have generally limited graftage to plants which have 
a growing layer (cambium) beneath the bark layer, because successful 
graftage depends upon the rapid growth and union of the growi ng layers 
beneath the bark of both stock and sci 11. 
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Fruits botanically related like the apple, pear and quince can usual-
ly be intergrafted or budded successfully. Between varietie.s of the same 
species as apple upon apple the process is still easier. The peach is fre-
quently budded upon the plum and likewise the plum upon the peach. 
In most cases the stone fruits may be interbudded and grafted without 
difficulty, although in some instances it is not practical, as the growth 
is uncertain, slow, and the union between stock and scion is poor. 
Trees on Their Own Roots.-Trees are said to be on their own roots 
when they are produced from seeds, cuttings or otherwise than from 
grafting or budding. In other words, such trees have roots of the same 
wood as their trunks. When grafted or budded trees develop roots from 
the scion while the stock or original root ceases to function, the trees are 
said to be upon their own roots. 
Standard Trees.-Trees which make their full growth and normal 
development for the species are said to be standard trees. They may be 
upon their own roots or the roots of a stock which does not dwarf them. 
Dwarfed Trees.-Trees are usually dwarfed when grown in the 
. open by grafting or budding them upon slow growing stocks. For ex-
ample, the pear is dwarfed when grown upon quince stock. Trees may 
also be dwarfed by growing them in boxes, barrels, tubs or pots which 
are too small for the normal developmen t of the root system. 
French Crab Stock.-This is the kind of stock most generally used 
in this country. Nurserymen sometimes import seed and grow stock, 
but more often they buy the seedling trees. The seeds are secured from 
cider apples grown on seedling trees in France. Normandy, in France, is 
the main apple growing region. 
HANDLING, PLANTING AND EARLY CARE OF FRUIT TREES 
Every year a large number of nursery fruit trees either fail to grow 
or make a very unsatisfactory growth on account of careless handling 
or delay in setting. The trees may have been grown well in the nursery 
and represent the best stock. The digging, storing, packing and shipping 
methods may have been the best. If the trees are poorly handled upon 
arrival and are not transplanted properly they may be a disappointment, 
in which case the nurseryman is often blamed when really the fault is 
with the purchaser and planter. To obtain the best results with nursery 
trees the following practices should be observed: 
(1) As soon as the trees are received, examine the roots to see if 
they are moist. When they are not, moisten them at once and keep them 
so until transplanted. The roots should never be allowed to dry out or 
be exposed to the drying action of the wind and sun for even a few min-
utes. When planting, the roots of the trees may be kept in .a barrel part-
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ly filled with water or they maybe covered with damp packing material 
or wrapped in damp gunny sacks. 
(2) If the trees cannot be planted immediately upon arrival they 
should be heeled-in as soon as possible. This is accomplished by digging 
a shallow trench and covering the roots of the trees and a foot or more of 
the lower parts of the stems with moist earth. It is important that the 
ties of the tree bundles be cut and the trees spread out in the trench so as 
to allow the moist soil to come in close contact with the roots. This will 
prevent air spaces and later drying out of the roots. When the trees are 
spread out in the trench, the varieties may be distinguished by mark-
ing and driving stakes betweEn tr.e dif[ rent lots. 
(3) Should the trees be badly dried out when they arrive, bury 
them completely in damp, but not wet earth. If left in the ground from 
4 to 6 days they may be restored to the proper condition for planting. 
(4) The square system of laying off the ground for planting the 
orchard is generally used because it is less difficult and more satisfactory. 
The distance of planting apple trees varies on account of soil, variety, 
pruning practice and climatic conditions. The distance of planting ranges 
therefore from 30 by 30 feet on the thinner soils to 40 by 40 feet on the 
richer and more productive soil types. Most growers make the mistake 
of planting too close. A distance of abou t 32 feet for the less fertile soils 
and about 36 feet for the better soils is generally satisfactory. Pears are 
usually planted from 20 to 27 feet apart each way; peaches, 18 t022feet; 
plums, 18 to 20 feet; cherries (sour), 18 to 20 feet; cherries (sweet), 20 to 
27 feet; and quinces, 15 to 20 feet. 
(5) Leave as much root system as possible in transplanting. Where 
one or more roots are too long to be set without bending it is well to cut 
them back moderately. In all cases, however, the holes should be dug 
deep and wide enough to accommodate the root system of an average 
vigorous tree without undue crowding. It is not necessary to use dyna-
mite in preparing the holes in the soil for transplanting fruit trees. If the 
subsoil is wet, the dynamiting may actually do more harm than good. 
Tight, impervious soils which are said to require dynamiting are gen-
erally unsuited for an orchard. What is most needed in the preparation 
of the land for an orchard is thorough, deep plowing and tillage, such as 
is given the soil in preparing it for a good trusk crop or grain crop. 
(6) Plant the trees about an inch deeper than they stood in the 
nursery row. After the first shovelful or two of soil is placed on the roots, 
tramp well after each additional shovelful is added. The secret of suc-
cess in transplanting trees is to thoroughly compact the soil around the 
roots. The last portion of soil added should lie loose to prevent surface 
baking. 
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(7) Transplanted trees are pruned to establish a balance between 
the tree tops and the root systems which were pruned in digging. One-
year-old apple and pear trees are usually cut back at planting time to a 
height of 28 to 36 inches from the ground, while the main branches of 
two-year-old trees are thinned to about three or four which are cut back 
to about 10 or 12 inches in length. The main stem or leader is generally 
shortened to a height of 36 to 40 inches from the ground. The roots of 
young trees are generally cut back to a length of 8 to 12 inches; and dis-
eased roots or badly mangled roots should be removed . 
. The transplanted cherry and plum trees will usually be smaller than 
the apple and pear trees but should be pruned in about the same way. 
Peach trees should be pruned more severly and are generally headed 
back to abou t 18 inches. 
There are no good reasons for high-headed trees. The Missouri Sta-
tion has shown that low-headed trees exhibit a more vigorous condition 
and greater trunk and root development than high-headed trees. In 
general, the lower the head the more profitable the tree. Spraying, prun-
ing and harvesting operations are made easier and less expensive. 
The so-called corrective pruning, during the first few years in the 
orchard, is done largely by thinning out interfering or competing branch-
es and cutting back rangy branches. Since such pruning need not be 
severe it does not delay bearing or reduce the size of the trees but helps 
to establish well balanced and satisfactory scaffold branches. 
(8) Under Missouri conditions fall planting of hardy fruit trees 
and most hardy deciduous trees and shrubs has given better results than 
spring planting. Late fall planting has also given better results than 
early fall planting. Late spring planting has given as good results as 
early spring planting, provided the trees are kept dormant until they 
are plan ted. . 
The Missouri Station has also observed that trees heeled-in for plant-
ing may be held dormant until late spring, sometimes early June, by 
lifting them out of the trench, turning them over and again heeling them 
in, repeating the process as often as their buds show indication of start-
mg. 
(9) The young trees should be given, during the spring and early 
summer, frequent and thorough cultivation by plowing and hoeing. It 
is usually advisable to cotltinue cultivating until the trees are from 6 to 
8 years old. If for any reason it is impractical to cultivate the entire 
space between the trees, hoeing or plowing a strip 5 or 6 feet wide about 
the trees will be of value. The best results are usually obtained by culti-
vating the whole area between the rows up until about th.e first of July, 
when the cultivation should be discontinued to allow the trees to mature 
properly for winter. 
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Where a vigorous growth is not being made, 10 or 12 shovelfuls of 
barnyard manure spread around the trees commencing a few inches 
away from the tree trunks should be helpful. The application should be 
made early in the spring and worked into the soil by plowing and hoeing. 
If barnyard manure cannot be obtained, nitrate of soda may be 
t.ppliedjust as growth is starting in the spring at the rate of about X' to 
.% pound for trees 1 to 3 years old. For trees 4 to 6 years of age, 1 to 1;4 
pounds may be used. The nitrate of soda should be sown broadcast in a 
circle around the trees on top of the soil about 10 inches away from the 
tree trunks. Ammonium sulphate may be used instead of nitrate of 
soda. Since it has a higher nitrogen content, use about four-fifths of the 
amount suggested of nitrate of soda. As the trees grow larger the fer-
tilizers should be applied to the soil under the spread of the branches or 
between the rows. On soils needing fertility, to maintain a strong growth 
and secure best results, fertilization and cultivation are generally re-
quired each year until the trees are from 8 to 10 years old. 
(10) To keep the foliage of young apple trees free from injury by 
diseases and insects, two summer sprays should be applied in Central 
and North Missouri and not less than three or four should be made in 
South Missouri. The first application should be applied about the time 
the bearing apple trees are in full bloom or shortly after, while the later 
sprays should follow the first one at intervals of about 2 or 3 weeks, using 
the same spraying materials that are employed in spraying the bearing 
orchard. Practically all young orchards are infested by San Jose scale 
and where this insect is present a dormant spray should be made almost 
every year any time after the leaves drop in the fall and before they ap-
pear in the spring. The spraying of non-bearing trees should be con-
tinued un til the bearing period is r.eached when addi tional summer sprays 
should be applied . 
. PEDIGREED NURSERY STOCK 
"Pedigreed" stock, so-called, is that produced from trees or plants 
which have made in the past a special performance record and are con-
sidered superior as regards yield, vigor, hardiness and other factors. 
There has been much difference of opinion in reference to the value of 
such stock; and still, in the minds of some interested in horticulture the 
question has not been settled. 
Investigations at many stations have shown, however, that "pedi-
greed" or improved nursery stock is rarely, if ever better than the original 
variety from which it was derived. It is possible that with extra care and 
attention to the details of propagation and culture, the "pedigreed" trees 
might be more suitable for planting. Trees from low yielding parents 
would no doubt be just as satisfactory if given the same treatment. 
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Whitten, of the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, found in 
1918 that there was no significant difference between the total yield of 
Ben Davis apple trees propagated from high yielding parents and low 
yielding parents. The bearing habit was not transmitted. 
Likewise, strawberries at this Station propagated by runners (buds) 
for ten generations gave no evidence that the high or low yielding habit 
of the parent plant was transmitted. In other words, the offspring from 
high yielding plants were no more productive than those from low yield-
ing parentage. The variations exhibited in the offspring were also found 
to be just as great as those in the original stock. 
SUMMARY 
1. Few growers will take the time and pains required to propagate 
fruit trees successfully. The average grower, therefore, will generally 
secure the best results by purchasing his fruit trees from a reliable nur-
seryman. 
2. The best fruit trees obtainable are in the long run the cheapest. 
I t is false economy to plan t inferior or low grade stock. 
3. Graftage is practiced for the following reasons: (1) to multiply 
fruit trees on an extensive scale, to supply a demand or trade; (2) to 
change undesirable and unprofitable varieties to suitable sorts; . (3) to 
prevent diseases on susceptible sorts; (4) to repair damage done by ro-
dents, cultural implements and storms; (5) to adapt varieties to different 
soil conditions; (6) to perpetuate certain kinds or varieties, because fruit 
trees do not generally come true from seed. 
4. The principle of graftage is to unite the scion with the stock or 
root in such a manner that growth takes place and a perfect union is 
formed. 
5. The essentials of graftage are that the scion and stock be con-
genial; the operation be done at the right time and under proper con-
ditions; the cambium of scion and stock be in close contact; and the . 
wounded surfaces be protected to preven t eva pora tion. 
6. The different grafting operations may be classified as root, 
. crown, trunk and top graftage. 
7. Root grafting is usually performed during January or February, 
top grafting just before or just after growth starts in the spring, while 
budding may be done ::J,ny time when the bark will peel 
8. Scion wood consists of well matured wood of the current season's 
growth. It may be stored in damp sand or sawdust and placed in a cool 
cellar or cold storage until needed. Scions may also be stored horizon-
tally in an .outdoor callus pit. 
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9. The principal tools required for grafting and budding are hand 
shears, grafting chisel, budding and grafting knives and a mallet. . 
10. Since the apple does not generally come true from seed, it is 
propagated almost entirely by whip and tongue grafting and shield bud-
ding. 
11. In making the whip graft, a sloping cut about 1,U inches long 
is made on one side of the upper end of the seedling apple root. The same 
kind of a sloping cut is made on the lower end of the scion. The knife is 
then placed on the sloping cut about 74' or Ys inch from the end and a 
tongue is cut here on both scion and stock. The root and scion are then 
pushed together, the tongues interlocking. It -is important to see that 
the growing layers of stock and scion come together at least on one side. 
The poin t of union of stock and scion is now wrapped wi th No. 18 or 20 
kni tting thread or raffia. 
12. The grafts are packed in bundles of 50 to 100 each and stored 
in damp sand or green sawdust and placed in cold storage, a cool cellar, 
or a callus pi t. In early spring, as soon as the soil will do to work, the 
grafts should be planted in the nursery rows, leaving only one or two 
buds above ground. Frequent and thorough cultivations are required 
during the summer in order to secure a good growth. If the trees reach 
a height of 2,U to 3 feet or more they may be dug and transplanted in 
the orchard during the late fall or early winter. The trees may be left 
in the nursery row, culti vated another season and transplanted the follow-
ing fall, winter or next year as two-year-old trees. 
13. An investigation at the Missouri Station covering a period of 
20 years, regarding the relative value of whole-root and piece-root J ona-
than apple trees showed no material difference in growth and production. 
This work emphasizes the fact that the grower should be more interested 
in growthy, vigorous trees with well developed root systems than in the 
question whether the trees were propagated from piece roots or whole 
roots. 
14. The main reasons for top graftage are to increase the vigor of 
the tree or to change the variety. To make the work a success, the 
operation must be carefully performed at the right time, and subsequent 
attention must be given. 
15. Bridge or repair grafting is generally resorted to in order to 
save the life of trees which have been girdled by rabbits or field mice. 
I t is not a method of propagating fruits. 
16. The pear and the quince, like the apple, are generally propa-
gated by whip and tongue grafting and shi.eld budding. The details of 
the operation may differ slightly. 
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17. Double-working consists in grafting or budding the tree twice 
in order to overcome disease or secure greater hardiness. 
18. The stone fruits are propagated almost entirely by shield bud-
ding during July, August and early September. Careful attention must 
be given to the details of the operation to be successful. 
19. Graftage is limited to plants which have a cambium or growing 
layer beneath the bark layer. Fruits botanically related, like the apple, 
pear and quince, can usually be intergrafted or . budded successfully. 
For the most part, the stpne fruits may also be intergrafted or budded. 
In some instances it is not practical, because the resulting growth is un-
certain, slow, and the uRion between stock and scion may be very poor. 
20. Directions should be followed carefully, regarding the hand-
ling, planting and early care of fruit trees. 
21. Pedigreed nursery stock is rarely, if ever, better than the origi-
nal variety from which the trees were derived. The bearing habits of 
certain high and low yielding varieties of apples and strawberries are not 
transmi tted. 
